Four Hundred Applaud Student L.I.D. Leader at Flagpole Mass Meeting

A bitter attack was directed at fake liberalism, as exemplified by the Campus, by Joseph Lash, Editor of the Student Outlook, National Secretary of the Student League for Industrial Democracy, at a flagpole meeting last Thursday. In no uncertain terms he exposed the ruthless repression of student liberties that has marked President Robinson's regime.

The Student LID has always led the fight for freedom of speech and press. It is an uncontested fact that it is the center of the struggle and the chief activating force in every off campus ground appearance of the Student, its final recognition by the faculty, and its establishment as the official student newspaper. The Student LID will continue in the forefront of the fight against retrenchment in education, against R.O.T.C., and for student liberties. Come to the Open Forum meeting in the Great Hall, Tuesday at one.

THE學生 LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY IS THE INTERCOLLEGIATE ORGANIZATION OF 125 CHAPTERS, WHICH MAKES UNDERGRADUATES CONCIOUS OF THE SOCIAL FORCES AT WORK IN THE WORLD TODAY AND OF THE ROLE THAT THE STUDENT MUST PLAY IN SOCIETY.

** ANTI-FASCIST MEETING **

350 Italian Fascist Students are holding a field day and pageant at the Yankee Stadium on Columbus Day, October 12, 1934, as part of Mussolini's program of vicious propaganda in America. The LID, cooperating with other sincerely anti-Fascist groups, leads the protest by a mass meeting on that day. Watch for further details in subsequent circulars. We have printed a 24 page pamphlet on the miserable conditions of students and teachers under Mussolini's "enlightened" rule. Buy it for five cents from any member of our chapter. Read it, then

UNITE WITH US ! ! CRUSH FASCISM ! !

The Student Outlook, edited by Joe Lash, is our official monthly magazine. Get the October Issue, on sale Tuesday for 10c.

Chapter Meeting, Friday October 5, at 9 P.M., 22 East 22 Street.

S.C. & Class Elections: The Independent Student Ticket has our unreserved support.

Protest Budget Cuts and demand free books Tuesday in the Great Hall at one, an Open Forum Mass Meeting.